


Can you be a Creative Star in 
Today’s session?

Let’s see if we can…

• Be inquisitive…think about and ask questions

• Be persistent…keep trying even if it’s tricky!

• Be disciplined…stick to the task and be organised!

• Be imaginative…and come up with our own ideas!

• Be collaborative…and work well with others!



Meet 
Creative 

Star

Angie 
Lewin



Who is Creative Star
Angie Lewin?

• She was born in England in 1963 and now lives in Scotland.

• She is a printmaker working in linocut, wood engraving, 

lithography and screen printing.

• She is inspired by nature, drawing and painting from the 

environment in which she lives. These studies give her the 

information she need for her prints.



What do you notice about 
her work? 

What do you like? 

What questions do we have 
about the artist or her work?

Angie Lewin



What types of colours can 
we see?

What types of objects can 
we see?



Making an Artwork in the Style of 
Angie Lewin

Making a picture from different papers and found images

Cutting or tearing, arranging and sticking images together to 
make a new picture

What is Collage?



Examples 
of 

Collage



Examples of Angie Lewin Style Collage by other
Year One Students

PORTRAIT 
Format
collages 

LANDSCAPE 
Format collages 



Think about Angie Lewin’s STYLE – can you see how she makes her backgrounds from different colours?

Part One: Make your background…

Tear strips of 2 different colour papers and stick these to a background sheet of a different colour

Remember you can have your background either LANDSCAPE format or PORTRAIT format

Think about Angie Lewin’s STYLE – can you see how she makes her foregrounds from different natural forms?

Part Two: Make your foreground…

Pick 3-5 different natural forms pictures from the pile

Pick 5 thin strips of black paper too (to use as stalks!)

Arrange your pictures to make a design – try different ways of setting out your pictures

When you are happy with your design stick down your collage

Making your Angie Lewin Style Collage

LANDSCAPE format 

PORTRAIT format 



Stop and Think!

What are we aiming 
for with our work?

What creative habits 
are you using?



Think about Angie Lewin’s STYLE – can you see how she makes her backgrounds from different colours?

Part One: Make your background…

Tear strips of 2 different colour papers and stick these to a background sheet of a different colour

Remember you can have your background either LANDSCAPE format or PORTRAIT format

Think about Angie Lewin’s STYLE – can you see how she makes her foregrounds from different natural forms?

Part Two: Make your foreground…

Pick 3-5 different natural forms pictures from the pile

Pick 5 thin strips of black paper too (to use as stalks!)

Arrange your pictures to make a design – try different ways of setting out your pictures

When you are happy with your design stick down your collage

Making your Angie Lewin Style Collage

LANDSCAPE format 

PORTRAIT format 



Show and Tell

What do I think about my 
collage? 

What do I like? 

What is similar to the work 
of Angie Lewin?



Angie Lewin is a 
Printmaker

What is print making?

Wood-cut 
Print

Lino-cut 
Print

Silk-Screen 
Print



We are going to make 
Angie Lewin Style 

Prints using         
Natural and 

Found Objects

Prints can be made 
using anything!



Examples of Angie Lewin Style 
Prints by other Year One Students



Think about Angie Lewin’s prints – they are full of flowers, seed-heads, stalks, grasses and natural shapes

Part One: Pick your background…

You need one piece of A3 sugar paper

You can have your background either LANDSCAPE format or PORTRAIT format

Part Two: Printing natural forms…

Pick different objects to print with

Dab the object into the paint or apply the paint with a brush

Print shapes all over your sheet, but remember you want to make the print look like a natural scene

Remember that the shapes you print should look like natural forms like flowers, seed-heads, stalks, etc.

Making your Angie Lewin Style Print

LANDSCAPE format 

PORTRAIT format 



Stop and Think!

What are we aiming 
for with our work?

What creative habits 
are you using?



Think about Angie Lewin’s prints – they are full of flowers, seed-heads, stalks, grasses and natural shapes

Part One: Pick your background…

You need one piece of A3 sugar paper

You can have your background either LANDSCAPE format or PORTRAIT format

Part Two: Printing natural forms…

Pick different objects to print with

Dab the object into the paint or apply the paint with a brush – now test out printing on A4 white paper

Next, print shapes all over your A3 sheet, but remember you want to make the print look like a natural scene

Remember that the shapes you print should look like natural forms like flowers, seed-heads, stalks, etc.

Making your Angie Lewin Style Print

LANDSCAPE format 

PORTRAIT format 



Final Evaluation

What did you learn today about 
Angie Lewin?

Which art techniques did you use in 
the session?

Which was your favourite technique 
and why?



On your sheet, tick off the creative habits you used in 
today’s session. Were you…

• Inquisitive… you thought about and asked questions!

• Persistent…you kept trying even if it was tricky!

• Disciplined…you stuck to the tasks and were organised!

• Imaginative…you came up with your own ideas!

• Collaborative…you worked well with others!

Were you a 
Creative Star today?


